
Princess Parties With Fairytale Events

Written by Amanda Rumore

Being a newbie to party planning for tots, I was determined to make my daughters first birthday soiree as incredible and memorable as possible.
Of course, it required tons of research and some chit chat with others mom friends.  I was thrilled to be introduced to Fairytale Events, Arizona’s
premier princess party company.  Since I was having a Neverland themed party, I was extremely anxious to have their princess friends, Tink
and Peter, come to my daughter’s birthday bash.

What is Fairytale Events?

World-renowned princesses and characters come to you in Arizona to provide entertainment and activities for all ages, aiming to provide a
magical experience that is unforgettable for all in attendance.  Fairytale Events serves the entire Phoenix land area including Gilbert, Mesa,
Chandler, San Tan Valley, Queen Creek, Casa Grande, Tempe, Scottsdale, Buckeye, Surprise, Avondale and Glendale.  They have also been
part of special events and parties in Prescott and Tucson, so your location in Arizona should not be an issue. 

Our Neverland Experience.
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The characters from Fairytale Events were extremely enchanting and surely sprinkled their pixie dust all over, helping create the extra special
ambiance I was trying to achieve.  From the moment they arrived until they left our version of Neverland, they played their parts perfectly. By
depicting their individual characters look and personality impeccably, Tink and Peter added extra delight at my daughter’s first birthday party. 
And, patience was definitely a virtue, as they entertained tots ranging from one to about six years in age.  The kids were extremely fascinated
and in awe of the famous while the adults were charmed by their perfection and thoroughness. One little girl asked even asked Tink to come to
her house for a play date - the characters from Fairytale Events were definitely a highlight of the party.

 

What Does A Princess Do?

It may be hard work being a princess, but these characters come prepared to have fun.  Prior to your event, you’ll work with the staff to create a
personalized list of activities for your party.  From story time to face painting to themed games and picture / autograph time, the characters at
Fairytale Events are equipped to make your party memorable. They can also host the entire event.  In addition to birthdays, they are part of
other events including engagements, promotional events and weddings.
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What you need to know.

Arizona’s Fairytale Events suggests booking your event at least one month in advance.  They offer packages but they’re also flexible to create
something extremely personal and unique just for your occasion. For information including pricing and characters, please visit 
www.fairytaleeventsaz.com.
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